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Rails Control - User Guide. 
  

  

 
   

 

Introduction 

Overview 
This package adds the control of top rails via Room and Cabinet attributes. 

 The front and back rails can be controlled separately. 
 Control can be for the whole room or just one cabinet. 
 Rail widths can be altered. 
 Rails can be switched between vertical or horizontal,  
 Material can be switched to 42x19mm Vinyl wrapped timber. 
 Rails can also be turned off per cabinet. 
 One of the Corner 90 cabinet rails will extend to the back of the cabinet. The extended rail can be swapped 

from left to right. 
 
 

Included in This Package 

User Created Standards 
The Following UCS’s are provided (ensure they are in this order once installed): 
 

 { RAILS } -- Cab Attributes  Adds the Rails attributes to the cabinets 
 { RAILS } – Standard Cabinets Controls the Rails in straight or blind cabinets 
 { RAILS } -- Corner Cabinets Controls the Rails in corner 90 cabinets 

 

Library 
CVS Parts.cvc   Cabinet Vision Catalog of Library parts. 

Materials 
2 x 1 Vinyl Rail   Material (Board Stock) used for the timber rail option (42mm x 19mm Vinyl 
wrapped pine) 
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Upgrading from previous revisions to revision 11 or later (Version 7 R2): 
 
You Must delete the following system parameters if upgrading to v7r2 from previous revisions, as they are no longer 
used, and will not hide when “Rail Edit” is False. 

 S_Room_Rails_Fnt_Timber 
 S_Room_Rails_Fnt_Vertical 
 S_Room_Rails_Fnt_On 
 S_Room_Rails_Bck_Timber 
 S_Room_Rails_Bck_Vertical 
 S_Room_Rails_Bck_On 

 
 
 

Using This Package 

Setting up the Room Attributes 
After this package is installed, go to the Utilities Menu from the splash screen and press “Parameters”. 
The settings for the vertical rail widths can be edited here as shown. The horizontal rail widths get their default values 
from the construction method used but can be set to a fixed value if you require. Please note that the back rails will not 
work at all unless they have been activated in the construction method you are using. 
 
Prompt:   Value:   Note: 
 
Rails –Edit  False   Do Not Change 
Rails Back  Drop down list  Do Not Change 
Rails Back Width –H _CV:147   uses width from construction method (if set) or type a value 
Rails Back Width –V 60   Set this to the width required when Vertical 
Rails Front  Drop down list  Do Not Change 
Rails Front Width –H _CV:146   uses width from construction method (if set) or type a value 
Rails Front Width –V 60   Set this to the width required when Vertical 
 
Use the following attributes to control the rails at either the Room or Cabinet level. 
 

Room Attributes. 
Use the following attributes to control all top rails in the room: 
 
Prompt:   Value:   Description: 
Rails –Edit  True/False  Shows or hides the following attributes 
Rails Back  Drop down list: \/ 
   Standard Horizontal Horizontal back rail using standard material from schedule 
   Standard Vertical  Vertical back rail using standard material from schedule 
   Timber Horizontal 42mm Horizontal back rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
   Timber Vertical  42mm Vertical back rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
Rails Back Width –H 80   Width of back rail when Standard Horizontal 
Rails Back Width –V 60   Width of back rail when Standard Vertical 
Rails Front  Drop down list: \/ 
   Standard Horizontal Horizontal Front rail using standard material from schedule 
   Standard Vertical  Vertical Front rail using standard material from schedule 
   Timber Horizontal 42mm Horizontal Front rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
   Timber Vertical  42mm Vertical Front rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
Rails Front Width –H 80   Width of Front rail when Standard Horizontal 
Rails Front Width –V 60   Width of Front rail when Standard Vertical 
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Cabinet Attributes (Straight Cabinets). 
Use the following attributes to control the top rails on straight base cabinets individually. 
 
Prompt:   Value:   Description: 
Rails –Edit  True/False  Shows or hides the following attributes 
Rails Back  Drop down list: \/ 
   Auto   Uses Room setting for back rail 
   None   Deletes back rail 
   Standard Horizontal Horizontal back rail using standard material from schedule 
   Standard Vertical  Vertical back rail using standard material from schedule 
   Timber Horizontal 42mm Horizontal back rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
   Timber Vertical  42mm Vertical back rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
Rails Back Width –H 80   Width of back rail when Standard Horizontal 
Rails Back Width –V 60   Width of back rail when Standard Vertical 
Rails Front  Drop down list: \/ 
   Auto   Uses Room setting for front rail 
   None   Deletes front rail 
   Standard Horizontal Horizontal Front rail using standard material from schedule 
   Standard Vertical  Vertical Front rail using standard material from schedule 
   Timber Horizontal 42mm Horizontal Front rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
   Timber Vertical  42mm Vertical Front rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
Rails Fnt Width –H 80   Width of Front rail when Standard Horizontal 
Rails Fnt Width –V 60   Width of Front rail when Standard Vertical 
 

Cabinet Attributes (Corner 90 Cabinets). 
Use the following attributes to control the top rails on corner 90 base cabinets individually. 
 
Prompt:   Value:   Description: 
Rail –Edit  True/False  Shows or hides the following attributes 
Rail Fnt   Drop down list: \/ 
   Auto   Uses Room setting for front rail 
   None   Deletes front rail 
   Standard Horizontal Horizontal Front rail using standard material from schedule 
   Standard Vertical  Vertical Front rail using standard material from schedule 
   Timber Horizontal 42mm Horizontal Front rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
   Timber Vertical  42mm Vertical Front rail using 19mm timber material from UCS 
Rail Fnt Width –H  80   Width of Front rail when Standard Horizontal 
Rail Fnt Width –V  60   Width of Front rail when Standard Vertical 
Rail Swap  True/False  Swaps the Long and Short Rail from left to right. 
 

Rails material. 
When any rail has been set to timber its material can not be manually overridden until it is set back to standard 
because the UCS is overriding its material. When it is not set to timber it will be the material for Top Rails from the 
current material schedule unless you have changed it.  
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Package Exclusions 
 
Some of the items shown in various images contained in this document are not included in this Package, but come from 
other packages which are sold separately as listed here: 
 

 SHFSHPED Shelf shape control for straight and corner cabinets. The radius on the adjustable shelf 
shown comes from our Shelf shape control for straight and corner cabinets package. 

 BLMCTOP The visual hinges shown come from our Blum Cliptop Hinge Visual package. 
 CABCONH The cabinet construction hole intellijoints come from or Cabinet Construction Hole package. 

 
See our website for more detailed information on these packages. 
 


